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2017
Lineup

Shrine
Tim Winton
pg 4-5

May 24 – June 18, 

Fortyfivedownstairs

45 Flinders Lane, Melbourne

Title and Deed
Will Eno
pg 6-7

September 23 – 30, 

Melbourne Fringe Festival

Fringe Hub, North Melbourne 
Town Hall

Lottie in the Late Afternoon
Amelia Roper
pg 8-9

November / December

Venue TBC

The Kin Collective formed in 2011 after its members met and worked together under 
the expert tutelage of acclaimed acting coach Larry Moss. Larry’s commitment to the 
realisation of great writing reinvigorated our respective passions for the art of acting, and 
more importantly still – for the art of storytelling.

The ensemble itself is made up of an exceptionally unique combination of actors – from 
some of Australian stage and screen’s most well-known and respected actors (Noni 
Hazlehurst, Michala Banas, Marg Downey); to its theatre greats (Chris Bunworth, Keith 
Brockett, Linc Hasler, Laura Maitland); to our most recent and exciting acting graduates 
(Dylan Watson).

It is this combination of experience, raw talent and unerring commitment to the craft of 
acting that has attracted enormous attention within the theatre and wider arts community. 
The company’s previous productions – The Leeanane Trilogy, Glimpse, and Hookturn – 
have played to sold out houses, outstanding reviews and been nominated for a Green 
Room Award.

The KIN Collective believes in a theatre that challenges and confronts; that is breathtaking 
and unexpected; that speaks from the heart and celebrates life. It has a highly engaged, 
loyal following, and appeals to an older, high-end demographic thanks to its strong 
association with Melbourne arts venue, fortyfivedownstairs.

Executive
Summary
AN OPPORTUNITY EXISTS 

TO SPONSOR THE #KIN2017 

THEATRICAL SEASON: THE KIN 

COLLECTIVE’S FIRST FULL SEASON 

AND SUBSCRIPTION OFFERING.
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From the multi award-winning writer of Cloudstreet comes an otherworldly theatrical 
event that shines a light on the tangled bonds of one Australian family. Following the 
resounding success of Glimpse and The Leenane Trilogy, The Kin Collective joins forces 
with fortyfivedownstairs and director Marcel Dorney to present the Melbourne premiere of 
Tim Winton’s searing drama, Shrine. The deeply personal connection readers have with 
Australia’s sharpest storyteller is brought to life by a stellar cast that includes Ally Fowler 
(Wentworth, Neighbours) and Christopher Bunworth (Boy Out of the Country).

Shrine

A CO-PRODUCTION WITH  

FORTYFIVEDOWNSTAIRS

MAY 24 – JUNE 18,  2017

Key selling points

• Strong cross-selling opportunity to theatre/literature/writing 
communities

• Selected as forytfivedownstairs’s first official independent 
co-production

• Selected for inclusion on the VCE Drama Studies list: 4 
additional shows scheduled to cater for demand

• Strong (national) media coverage including Ally Fowler on 
Studio 10 panel (Channel 10); and features in The Age, The 
Herald Sun and on Radio National

Writer

Tim Winton is a multi-award winning Australian writer of novels, 
children’s books, non-fiction books and short stories. Tim’s 
best-known works include Cloudstreet, Dirt Music, Breath and 
Shallows, all four of which have taken out the coveted Miles 
Franklin Award. Tim’s novels have been adapted for television 
and film, the most recent of which – The Turning – starred Cate 
Blanchet, Rose Byrne, Hugo Weaving and Mia Wasikoswka. The 
KIN Collective season marks the premiere of Shrine in Victoria, 
and is timed in line with the release of Tim’s autobiography, The 
Boy Behind the Curtain.

Director

Marcel Dorney is a playwright, screenwriter, director, and 
dramaturg. He is currently Elbow Room’s co-Artistic Director. 

His recent credits include We Get it, by the Melbourne Theatre 
Company (NEON), The Motion of Light in Water (HotHouse 
Theatre/Theatre Works) and The Tragedy of King Richard III (La 
Boite Theatre). 

His has received Green Room and Melbourne Fringe awards 
for both writing and performance; the Queensland Premier’s 
Drama Award; and a Gold Matilda Award. He has been an 
associate writer of Malthouse Theatre, Red Stitch Actor’s Theatre 
(Melbourne), and Griffin Theatre (Sydney). Since 2016, Marcel 
has also worked as a consultant for Queensland Theatre as part of 
their inaugural National Artistic Team. 

Marcel is uniquely qualified to direct Shrine, having adapted one 
of Tim’s short stories, Cockleshell, for the 2013 award-winning 
feature film, The Turning.

Tim Winton Marcel Dorney

Beautifully written and conceived, Shrine is a cleverly 
woven narrative that uses flashbacks… to tell its story 
so effectively that at times it feels as though you’re 
walking through a memory. – Mitchell Page, andrise.com

Tim Winton at his very best. – Theatre Australia
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Pensive, lyrical, deeply funny and profoundly sad. – Variety

...a haunting and often fiercely funny meditation on life 
as a state of permanent exile. – The New York Times

Daring, spectacular and hilarious! Stage poetry of a 
high order! – The New Yorker

A MELBOURNE FRINGE PREMIERE  

PRODUCTION, FRINGE HUB

SEPTEMBER 23 – 30,  2017

Presented as part of Melbourne Fringe 2017, award-winning Broadway playwright Will 
Eno’s Title and Deed (A Monologue for a Slightly Foreign Man) is brought to life by The 
KIN Collective’s exceptionally talented Keith Brockett (The Librarians, Ronny Chieng: 
International Student). This one-man show about Otherness is one of the most uniquely 
funny, relevant and thought-provoking pieces of theatre to hit Broadway in recent years: 
The KIN Collective presents the Melbourne premiere.

Title & Deed
a Monologue for a
Slightly Foreign Man

Writer

Eno is an American playwright based in Brooklyn, New York. 
His play, Thom Pain (based on nothing) was a finalist for 
the Pulitzer Prize in Drama in 2005, and played to great acclaim 
at Melbourne Theatre Company in  2007. His play, The Realistic 
Joneses, appeared on Broadway in 2014, where it received 
a Drama Desk Special Award and was named Best Play on 
Broadway by USA Today, and best American play of 2014 
by The Guardian. His play, The Open House, was presented 
Off-Broadway at the Signature Theatre in 2014, and won the 
Obie Award for Playwriting as well as other awards, and was 
on both TIME Magazine and Time Out New York ‘s Top Ten Plays 
of 2014. Title and Deed is Will’s second one-man show, and 
solidifies Eno’s reputation as “a Samuel Beckett for the Jon Stewart 
generation.” (The New York Times.)

Will Eno

Key selling points

• Selected to play in the Melbourne Fringe Hub program, in the 
coveted 8pm slot

• Programmed as part of Sydney’s Belvoir Street 2016 season, 
playing to strong houses and reviews

• Written by Pulitzer-prize nominated Broadway playwright, Will 
Eno, whose work is widely celebrated in Australia and around 
the world
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…a smart, funny and entertaining production. 
 – Juliet Wittman, Westword

Roper [is]... an acute and gently acerbic observer of  
our ways. – Robert Hurwitt, SFGATE

Lottie is trying to be a good person. Lottie is trying to be a good friend. She’s cooking 
good food, buying nice gifts, saying all the right things and reading all the important 
books. Because it’s a vacation! And everyone loves vacations! And everyone loves Lottie! 
She’s so fun! All the time! Well, she can be! If she tries! Surely! 

Amelia Roper’s hilarious play Lottie in the Late Afternoon is about being broke, sad, 
hurting, lonely and accidentally choosing a vacation house on the edge of a terrifying 
cliff. Marg Downey stars as the Unlikely Narrator.

Lottie in 
the Late
Afternoon

Writer

Amelia Roper is currently working on Series One of Netflix’s Glow 
in Los Angeles. Her current theatre commissions include works for 
Berkeley Repertory, Yale Repertory, Oregon Shakespeare Festival, 
Marin Theatre Company, and Colt Coeur in New York City. She 
has an MFA in Playwrighting from the Yale School of Drama, 
where she won the Cheryl Crawford Scholarship and the Harold 
Stein Scholarship, and was the 2014 recipient of the National 
Theatre Conference’s Paul Green Award for Most Promising Young 
Artist.

Her published plays include Camberwell House by Dramatists 
Play Service (produced nine times in Australia, New York, Boston 
and London); and Big Sky Town (The Arts Centre, Melbourne). 
Programmed productions include Everything Is Nice for Soho 
Rep, She Rode Horses Like The Stock Exchange for Crowded Fire 
Theatre, San Francisco (2014), and Lottie in the Late Afternoon. 
Her work has been developed at the Old Vic in London, the 
Moscow Playwright and Director Center in Russia (in translation), 
Berkeley Repertory’s Ground Floor, and The MacDowell Colony.

Amelia Roper

Key selling points

• The KIN Collective currently in discussions with two major 
theatre companies to co-produce Lottie

• Roper’s unique brand of comedy is incredibly popular with 
audiences, and her work performs very strongly in terms of 
word-of-mouth ticket sales

• The play deals with issues of sexual identity, and appeals 
strongly to the LGBTQI audience as well as mainstream 
theatre-goers

TIMES AND VENUE 

TO BE CCONFIRMED

NOVEMBER /  DECEMBER
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One of Australian stage and screen’s most 
familiar faces, Michala has starred in 
Upper Middle Bogan, Always Greener, 
Scooby Doo, McLeods Daughters, Winners 
and Losers and Beaconsfield to name a few.

It was her portrayal of two naughty 
puppets in her stage debut in Avenue Q 
that earned Michala a 2010 Helpmann 
Award for Best Lead Female in a Musical, 
and since then she has had roles in many 
stage productions, including Birdland and 
The Odd Couple for Melbourne Theatre 
Company.

Noni has worked on stage, in film, television, 
and radio for over 40 years. Her stage 
credits include Breath of Life and Hamlet 
for the Sydney Theatre Company; On Our 
Selection, Traitors and Frankie and Johnny 
in the Claire de Lune for Belvoir St Theatre; 
Madagascar, Grace and The Heretic for 
the Melbourne Theatre Company.

On television, Noni has starred in A Place 
to Call Home, Redfern Now, The Box, The 
Sullivans, Waterfront, and City Homicide. 
Her films credits include Monkey Grip, 
Little Fish and Candy, and she has been 
awarded 4 AFIs, 2 Logies, and 2 Variety 
Club Awards amongst others. In 1995, 
she became a member of the Order of 
Australia and has received an honorary 
PhD from Flinders University.

Ally has worked extensively in Australian 
film, theatre and television for over 30 
years. Her many TV credits include 
Wentworth, All Saints, The Secret Life of Us, 
Neighbours and Sons and Daughters. Ally 
was a founding member of girl group, The 
Chantoozies, who recorded two platinum 
albums and toured throughout the country in 
the 80’s and 90’s. They are still performing 
and recently released two new singles.

Ally’s Theatre credits include The Boys 
for Black Water Theatre Co., Rhinestone 
Rex and The Little Dog Laughed all for 
Ensemble Theatre and Let the Sun Shine for 
Hit Productions.  Ally also played Janet in a 
national tour of the cult classic, The Rocky 
Horror Show.

Laura’s international theatre credits include 
leading roles in Yes, Prime Minister, 
Macbeth ReArisen (Edinburgh Fringe), and 
The Boy at the Edge of Everything (Lincoln 
Centre) and Going Once (Off-Broadway) 
in New York. Her Australian television 
credits include The Doctor Blake Mysteries, 
Neighbours and Underbelly, and on stage 
she has appeared in Lonesome West, 
Attempts on Her Life, Rhinoceroes, Romeo 
& Juliet, Glimpse, The Motion of Light in 
Water, Melburnalia and Smudged.

Her directing credits include adaptations of 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Alice in 
Wonderland, and in 2012 she co-directed 
The KIN Collective’s inaugural production 
of Glimpse with Noni Hazlehurst.

Marg first appeared on television as 
part of The D-Generation and later Fast 
Forward, Full Frontal, Something Stupid, 
Kath & Kim and Open Slather. She has 
also appeared in the popular dramas The 
Doctor Blake Mysteries (Series 2 & 3), 
House Husbands and City Homicide.

Theatre credits include Timeshare at the 
Malthouse Theatre, Skull In Connemara at 
45 Downstairs, La Cage Aux Folles for The 
Production Company, and Moonlight And 
Magnolias for director Bruce Beresford at 
the Melbourne Theatre Company. So far 
this year, Marg has appeared in the ABC’s 
new drama series Newton’s Law. She will 
soon feature in season 2 of Top Of The 
Lake, entitled ‘China Girl’.

A graduate of the National Theatre, Keith 
has performed extensively in Australia, 
most notably for Melbourne Theatre 
Company (Happy Ending), La Mama 
Theatre (The Yellow Wave, Porcelain, 
Still A Hero), 5Pound Theatre (Noises 
Off, Because of Reasons, The Tempest, 
Sex Diary of an Infidel), and Chapel Off 
Chapel (All That I Will Ever Be). He also 
received the Best Male Actor Award at the 
2007 Short + Sweet Festival. 

He was a series regular in the ABC cult hit 
The Librarians, for which the cast received 
Best Comedy Ensemble at the inaugural 
Equity Awards, and has worked on Rush, The 
Time of Our Lives, and most recently Ronny 
Chieng: International Student for the ABC.

Michala Banas Noni HazlehurstAlly Fowler Laura MaitlandMarg Downey Keith Brockett

Key Cast
& Creatives

left to right: Michala Banas, Marg Downey, Tom Barton, Mark Diaco, Dan Hamill, Keith Brockett, Linc Hasler, Laura Maitland and Christopher Bunworth
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Starring Noni Hazlehurst, Marg Downey and Michala Banas, The Leenane Trilogy really put The KIN Collective on the map. The 8-hour trilogy 
quenched the Melbourne’s theatre scene’s thirst for large-cast, epic theatrical comedy, and sold out within the first week of performances.

• 3-week season at fortyfivedownstairs in 2014 

• Audience capacity averaged 95% per performance

• $100 tickets to the show’s 8-hour back-to-back Sunday performances sold out within days of release

• Additional performances scheduled to cater for demand

• The Beauty Queen of Leenane nominated for 2014 Green Room Award for Best Ensemble, Independent Theatre

Glimpse was The KIN Collective’s theatrical debut, and its first original work. The show’s set design was unique, featuring projected, 
animated sets by cartoonist Jason Chatfield (Ginger Meggs) that were ‘drawn in’ around the actors as they entered the stage.

• 3-week season at fortyfivedownstairs in 2012 

• Audience capacity averaged 75% per performance

• Outstanding reviews

The performances are stunning… John 
Banas’s direction of [The Lonesome West] 
is… superb, keeping perfect rein on the 
lightning-quick changes of tone, pacing the 
scenes with a conductor’s precision. It’s 
another unfaultable and virtuosic night in 
the theatre.  
– Time Out, Melbourne 

If there’s any justice Hazlehurst will win 
some sort of award for this star turn… 
Flensing, funny, full of humour and horror, 
this electric production is done pretty much 
as well as we’ll ever do it.  
– Cameron Woodhead, The Age

The performances are among the best 
you can see on a Melbourne stage… [The 
Beauty Queen of Leenane] is a master class 
in tone and rhythm, entirely unfaultable.  
– Time Out, Melbourne 

Glimpse is not for the 
feint-hearted; it is unexpected 
and challenging, but – make 
no mistake – this is a gem, a 
little piece of brilliance from 
a company that deserves 
recognition… If this is an 
indication of the quality to which 
independent theatre in Australia 
has risen, give me liberal 
spoonfuls.  
- Alex First, ABC 774 

Glimpse is an involving 
production that challenges and 
surprises an audience and has 
much to recommend it.  
- Kate Herbert, The Herald Sun

It’s a strong and engaging 
story, delivered by a strong 
and engaging cast… Glimpse is 
absorbing, insightful and thought 
provoking; a great debut.  
- Onya Magazine

[Glimpse] is bestowed with 
exemplary acting and the scenes 
are set by the exceptional 
projected art of Jason 
Chatfield… Kin Collective is a 
new and welcome voice on the 
independent theatre scene.  
- Stagewhispers

…An intimate story that sends 
the audience on a rollercoaster 
of emotion. Glimpse is a quality 
piece of original Australian 
theatre, formed in unique and 
inspiring circumstances. 
 - Milkbar Mag

Previous
Productions
The Leenane Trilogy, 2014 Glimpse, 2012
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THERE ARE FOUR PRE-DEFINED 

LEVELS OF SPONSORSHIP: 

PLATINUM

As a PLATINUM SPONSOR you will receive the following benefits:

• You will be listed in marketing materials as #KIN2017 Presenting Partner, and included in the ‘Presentation Line’ as ‘The 
Kin Collective in association with PLATINUM SPONSOR presents” (Season 2017)

• 10 tickets to the Opening Night of each production

• 20 additional tickets for the season to be used at your discretion

• Full page advertising rights on the back cover of each production’s program

• Your logo will be displayed in all lobby signage and production banners for the Opening Night of each production

• An invitation to celebrate the Opening Night of each production with the cast and crew at a private (fully catered) event: 
extended to all clients/guests of the PLATINUM SPONSOR

• Exclusive access to the rehearsal and production process for interested clients/parties

• Exposure to the client databases of The Kin Collective, fortyfivedownstairs and Melbourne Fringe Festival

GOLD

As a GOLD SPONSOR you will receive the following benefits:

• You’ll be prominently featured in all marketing materials

• 6 tickets to the Opening Night of each production

• 10 additional tickets for the season to be used at your discretion

• Your logo will be displayed in all lobby signage and production banners

• An invitation to celebrate the Opening Night of each production with the cast and crew at a private (fully catered) event: 
extended to all clients/guests of the GOLD SPONSOR

• Exposure to the client databases of The Kin Collective, fortyfivedownstairs and Melbourne Fringe Festival

• Primary advertising rights in all production programs

SILVER

As a SILVER SPONSOR you will receive the following benefits:

• You’ll be featured in all marketing materials

• 4 tickets to the Opening Night of each production

• 10 additional tickets for the season to be used at your discretion

• You’ll be acknowledged in the play program and lobby signage

• An invitation to celebrate the Opening Night of each production with the cast and crew at a private (fully catered) event: 
extended to all clients/guests of the SILVER SPONSOR

• Advertising rights in all production programs

BRONZE

As a BRONZE SPONSOR you will receive the following benefits:

• You’ll be featured in all marketing materials

• 4 tickets to the Opening Night of each production 

• You’ll be acknowledged in the play program

• An invitation to celebrate the Opening Night of each production with the cast and crew at a private (fully catered) event: 
extended to all clients/guests of the SILVER SPONSOR

• Advertising rights in all production programs

Sponsorship
Options

LEVEL COST EXCLUSIVITY

PLATINUM $20,000 One Presenting Partner

GOLD $15,000 Two principal sponsors

SILVER $10,000
Two major  
sponsors

BRONZE $2,000 +
Four  

sponsors
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PARTNER
BENEFITS

Print

The Kin Collective is planning a major print campaign over four 
weeks. As a SPONSOR, your name of choice will appear on/in 
the following:

• THE AGE: The Age will include full colour ads running 
throughout the season. The Age reaches 1,085,000 Victorians 
including 256,000 Victorians who have been to live theatre in 
the last three months – Source Roy Morgan Research, 2010.*

• POSTERS: The SPONSOR’S name and/or logo will be 
present on each production’s poster, 5,000+ to be distributed 
throughout Melbourne CBD and surrounding areas via Mr 
Moto.**20 additional tickets for the season to be used at your 
discretion

• FLYERS: The SPONSOR’S name and logo will appear on each 
production’s flyer, 10,000+ to be distributed in conjunction 
with Mr Moto’s poster run.**

*Newspaper advertising will be subject to overall sponsorship levels being met 

**Size and placement of the sponsor’s logo is by negotation according to 

sponsorship level relative to other sponsors

Digital

• THE KIN COLLECTIVE WEBSITE: As our SPONSOR, you 
will gain top billing on our company website; logo and live link 
on our homepage; and logo, live link and editorial content on 
each #KIN2017’s production page.

• INTERNET CAMPAIGN: Each #KIN2017 production will be 
advertised on over 50 theatre and arts-based websites, with 
the SPONSOR’S name featuring prominently wherever a listing 
allows. (Publicity managed by Michael Wilkie.)

• SOCIAL MEDIA: A social campaign will be established 
for each production, with spend allocated to the specific 
demographic anticipated for each show. Eg: fortyfivedown-
stairs 45+, theatre/arts/travel/F&B interests; Melbourne 
Fringe 20 – 40 yrs, theatre/inner metro/music/F&B interests. 
Target reach for each production 15k+. Current social 
following (Facebook: 922, Twitter: 690, Instagram: 250; plus 
individual social accounts (fortyfivedownstairs, Michala Banas, 
Chantoozies etc.) totalling 50k+ unique followers.

As The KIN Collective’s first full season, #KIN2017 is already attracting strong interest 
within the theatre and wider arts communities. An established, loyal audience base at 
fortyfivedownstairs underpins a season of plays whose writers and cast members (Tim 
Winton, Will Eno, Marg Downey, Michala Banas) habitually play to sold out houses 
and oustanding reviews. Partnerships with fortyfivedownstairs and Melbourne Fringe 
guarantee sponsors exposure to a highly engaged, diverse audience demographic highly 
sympathetic to companies and corporations who actively support the arts.

The Kin Collective’s marketing and advertising campaign, in conjunction with those of 
fortyfivedownstairs and Melbourne Fringe Festival (up to the value of $20,000), offers 
sponsors strong exposure and brand recognition. As a SPONSOR your logo will feature 
prominently on all #KIN2017 advertising and promotional material. Our Sponsorship program is flexible, allowing sponsors to choose 

their own benefits and create a package that enhances their 
business goals while giving them access to unique options to 
engage staff, clients etc.

We appreciate that some private sponsors will choose not to 
be acknowledged as part of our direct marketing campaigns. 
Please be assured that we will work with you to ensure your 
support is recognised in a way that suits your business, and that 
includes you in the #KIN2017 season as closely as you wish. 
The KIN Collective’s not-for-profit status also allows us to accept 
tax-deductible donations. (Please contact Sponsorship Manager, 
Michal Banas for details.)
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IF  YOU’RE INTERESTED IN FORMING A LONG-TERM 

PARTNERSHIP WITH THE KIN COLLECTIVE,  WE’D BE THRILLED 

TO MEET WITH YOU TO DISCUSS THE COMPANY’S LONG-TERM 

PRODUCTION PLAN AND GOALS.

Michala Banas 
Sponsorship Manager

0405 197 437

kincollective@hotmail.com

Laura Maitland 
Co-Executive Producer

0401 940 224

laura_maitland@hotmail.com
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